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Infer and predict behavior
Generate designs
Adapt interfaces
Support designers



User interfaces affect our 
productivity, experience, 
and well-being

Our UIs do not 
adapt to users

Usability is often poor



Design has become a 
prime profession

Costly, manual work, 
lots of trial and error

One-shot designs

Interaction one of the 
hardest things to get 
right in ICT projects



About the speaker

A computational cognitive scientist

userinterfaces.aalto.fi

...in order to improve
user interfaces

Modeling joint performance of 
human-computer interaction

... and developing new principles
of design and intelligent support



User Interfaces group



Interactive AI
Our goal is AI with which people can naturally work and solve 
problems, and which demonstrates the ability to better understand 
our goals and abilities, takes initiative more sensitively, aligns its 
objectives with us, and supports us.
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Understandability of AI in design

Control and explainability are of prime importance.

We combine three branches of AI methodology :
1. Planning and optimization 
2. Model-free learning
3. Model-based learning
[Geffner 2018 IJCAI]

“White box” approach
Controllable
Explainable

Less data-dependent



Design as 
problem-
solving

John Carroll; Nigel Cross; 
Stuart Card, Tom Moran, Allan Newell

Generate

Evaluate

Define



Behavioral models and 
simulations as 
objective functions in 
computational design

Generate

Evaluate

Infer

Simulator-based AI in design



Simulators predict 
user behavior
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Cognitive architectures

Example: Wickens & Hollands 1999



Modeling complex task behavior

13.12.2018
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ACT-R



We use ML to predict the emergence of 
adaptive behavior Reinforcement learning

Utility learning
Bayesian inference
...

Payne & Howes 2013; Chen et al. 2015



Artificial Intelligence in Design
Oulasvirta, A. KUT, Japan, Aug 24, 2018

Design

Anatomy

Goals

Feedback

Kinematics

Dynamics

Precision

Effort

Human-like 
responses

Adapt

Example: 
Button-
pressing



Example: Visual search

Jokinen et al. CHI 2017

Strategy adaptation in visual search



Inferring behavior 
with simulators
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Algorithmic Sherlock Holmes



Finding best explanations to data by 
fitting a simulator to it
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
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Model of menu 
search

Finds optimal gaze pattern 
given menu design and 
parameters of the visual 
and cognitive system

[Chen et al. CHI’15]
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Example: Inerring visual system 
parameters from clicks using ABC

13.12.2018
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Given click times only, predict parameters of human visual 
system

Kangasrääsiö et al. CHI 2107

Data:
Click times



Posterior estimation

Bayesian inference yields a posterior distribution for model 
parameters

A space of possible 
explanations for 
the data



Inferences we can seek like this
Visual attention: The items the 
user is looking for are hard to find

Motor control: The interactions 
are too hard or cumbersome to 
execute 

Navigation: User does not 
understand site structure

Aesthetics: The page is 
perceived ugly and confusing

Skills: User does not have 
sufficient motor or conceptual 
skills to use the page

Intentions and preferences: 
What items and which types of 
services or interaction users like

Errors and mistakes: Users 
inadvertently do something they 
would not have liked to

Cultural background: Language 
and other cultural explanations to 
style of use

Decision-making: Users’ 
strategies and goals in decision-
making



Inferring where users get lost (Elisa)
Permission from Esko Kurvinen / Elisa

Clickstream 
& CES

Navigation 
models

Users getting 
lost?

Visualization



User interest inferred from 
scrolling/glancing logs

On-going work w/ Tomi Peltola, Markku Laine, Crista Kaukinen

Clickstream 
& scroll

Foraging 
models

Interest



Simulators that 
design

13.12.2018
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Design is “speculation”

A useful theory contains counterfactual information about about

If design was <this>

then

interaction would be <this>



Menu design generation 
A new IFT-based optimization that generates full hierarchical 
menu systems

Browser (Firefox)

Reader app (Adobe)

26% faster to use than 
commercial designs

Niraj Dayama



Grid layout generation

Submitted to CHI’19



Pervasive display optimization

13.12.2018
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On-going work w/ Maria Montoya and Mario De Francesco

Kinect body 
tracking

Foraging 
(interest) 
models

Interest 
modeling



Perceptual optimization 

13.12.2018
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Micallef et al. IEEE TGCV 2017

Models of human visual system used as objective functions to 
improve graphs for human eyes



Simulators that 
adapt UIs



Many sources of individual differences

Anatomical
Physiological

Perceptual
Attentional

Motoric
Cognitive

Motivational
Learning styles

Social
Cultural



Individual differences are represented 
as model parameters



Sarcar et al. 2018 IEEE P C



Ability-optimized text entry methods

Baseline Tremor Dyslexia

Sarcar et al. 2018 IEEE P C



Optimize input transfer functions

13.12.2018
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Kalman filter 
&
submovement
efficiency model

Lee et al. arXiv 2017



“Familiarization”

Todi et al. IUI 2018, ACM TIIS 2019



Creativity support 
with simulators

13.12.2018
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Interactive optimization
Real-time optimization can explore a design space and nudge a 
designer toward a better design

Todi et al. DIS’16



Conclusion
13.12.2018
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Weak Design AI is already here

Assists in the interpretation of complex behavioral data

Delegates well-defined combinatorial problems to AI

Drives adaptive interfaces

Interactive tools that support creativity and problem-solving

Many challenges!



userinterfaces.aalto.fi
Antti Oulasvirta
School of Electrical Engineering
Aalto University, Finland

Thank you!
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